VOLTAGE ADAPTER INFORMATION

“I have successfully used the Model #3004 and #3008 Sequential Gradient Circulator in China, Korea, and Western Europe utilizing the Radio Shack Model V85 Watt Step-Down Converter. It will convert 220/240 VAC to 110/120 VAC. It and the circulator work fine with 50 Hz. This converter is not off the shelf at most Radio shacks, they have to order it. Also, the user should get the appropriate electrical outlet adapters depending on where they travel. All necessary information is in the catalog in Radio Shack’s retail stores.

The adapter is small, so traveling with it is no problem. It is approximately 2.5in. x 2.5in. x 4.125in.”

-As written by a satisfied user

*Other sources for travel supply are: MAGELLAN’s @ 800-962-4943 & INTER POWER @ 800-662-2290.